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Gray iron casting
S.G. iron casting
CNC turned components
Toolings & Jig fixtures

A complete engineering solutions under one roof
Company Overview

Parag Casting Co. is located at growth driven state – Gujarat - INDIA & engaged with manufacturing of Iron castings &  CNC turned components.

With continues upgradation the company now has well equipped foundry & machining setup, with in-house design capabilities and advance testing equipments.

We are manufacturing casting by shell molding, green sand and no bake molding process for gray Iron and S.G. iron metal grades depending on the requirements of the customer and job.

We have also manufacturing setups for the CNC turned components & state of the art tooling & jig fixtures development division.

Products Segments

- Air compressor parts
- Automobile & Tractor parts
- Pumps & Valves parts
- Gear cases & accessories
- Gas & Steam valve parts
- Electric motor case & accessories
- Machine tools industries

Gray & S.G. Iron Casting

CNC Turned Components

Toolings & Jig Fixtures

ISO 9001 Certified
PPAP Level 3
FMEA / APQP
Inprocess & Final Inspections

Quality

Assembly service
Kitting service
Customized packing
Inhouse container stuffing

Overseas Buyers

Vision

Build culture of trust
Achieve excellence by implementing innovative ideas by using the advance technology
Work toward betterment of society

Mission

World class manufacturing facility
Joint Venture for product development
Consistent improvement in competence
50% Revenue through Exports